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Applied technology Sensing systems

Energy efficiency is becoming an important
topic. So to help meet demands, a 
major UK supplier asked Powertrain

Technologies to design an intelligent lubrica-
tion system and analyse its effects on engine
friction and parasitic losses. For this, a highly
specialised test rig was built for the project
and, as measuring the small changes in drive
torque reliably and repeatably was a critical
requirement, the TorqSense transducer from
Sensor Technology has been used.

The engine being tested was a current pro-
duction diesel and the test bed was configured
for motored friction tests with a 6000rpm
32kW electric motor driving the engine.

“We completely redesigned the engine
lubrication system and installed a bank of 
five computer controlled oil pumps,” explains
Andrew Barnes, a Powertrain director. “Each
is capable of supplying individual parts of the
engine with oil under conditions unique to
that part of the engine and sensitive to its
operating conditions – for example, we can
supply the head with oil at pressures different
to the block and supply the bearings with
more oil when the engine is under high load.”

The intention is to completely profile the
performance of the engine under various

lubrication conditions and derive optimum
configurations of the intelligent systems 
for best performance. The torque sensor 
is critical to the project as the object of the
exercise is to measure the effect on friction
of a range of different oil supply strategies
and oil types. Thus the changes in friction
are represented by a change in the motored
drive torque of the engine.

TorqSense sensors are particularly suitable
for development work because they are wire-
less. These fit-and-forget, non-contact, digital
sensors don’t require the wiring up of slip rings
for each new measurement and, together with 

digital outputs, good accuracies can be
obtained. The adjacent RF pickup emits radio
waves towards the SAWs as well as collecting
the reflected resonant changes, and it is this
change in frequency of the reflected waves
that identifies the applied torque.

TorqSense effectively senses and measures
the radio frequency (RF) waves generated by
two Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices
fixed onto a rotating shaft and converts them
to a torque measurement using two tiny
SAWs made of ceramic piezoelectric material
with frequency resonating combs laid
down on their surface. The SAWs are 

fixed onto the drive shaft at 90˚ to one
another. As the torque increases, the combs
expand or contract proportionally to the
torque being applied, acting similarly 
to strain gauges but instead measuring
changes in resonant frequency.

The next step in the project is to install the
engine in a car and drive it under a range of
conditions, including a mixture of test tracks
and rolling roads, to build up profiles of fuel
consumption, explains Barnes.
Sensor Technology
T: 01295 730746                                  Enter 200
www.sensors.co.uk

Reliable solution for tractor steering

Akey feature of the Multidrive 6185 tractor is its
Pentronic five-function, all-wheel steering system
which includes reliable Novotechnik RFC4800

‘touchless technology’ non-contacting angle sensors 
supplied by Variohm EuroSensor. 

The two or four wheel steering system, with independent
axle control and advanced features that prevent crop
damage and soil compaction, allows the vehicle to carry and haul heavy loads as 
well as perform meticulous spraying and spreading tasks – making the 6185 suitable
for all areas of farming, explains the company.

As the reliability and durability of equipment used on the tractor was paramount,
Multidrive worked closely with Variohm to ensure that these critical position feedback 
components met its stringent standards. This included the ability to perform faultlessly,
regardless of the terrain and weather conditions.

The RFC4800 angle sensor provides a 12-bit resolution (0.09˚) analogue output in a
compact two-part design comprising a position marker with an encapsulated magnet that is
attached to the customer’s shaft, and a physically separate sensor which is encased in a
robust IP69 rated sealed housing made from high-grade and temperature resistant plastic. 

As a bearing system is not used there is no need for mechanical couplings, 
eliminating the additional problems of load applied to the shaft of the existing sensor.
Suited to space restricted envelopes the transmissive properties between magnet and
sensor means that operation can be made through non-magnetic materials. As the
position output is absolute and the angular relationship between magnet and sensor is
fixed, neither elaborate calibration on set-up or resetting of the steering position 
when restoring power to the vehicle are required. 

Three models are available for supply voltages of 5VDC, 12VDC or 12/24VDC. The
non-contacting technology used in the series offers an effectively unlimited life for 

the mechanical parts and the 50,000 hour MTBF
quoted figure for the electronics will suit ultra 
long life applications. Equally impressive are the 
agricultural vehicle standard specifications for
shock and vibration, claims the company.
Variohm EuroSensor
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Torque sensor helps reduce engine emissions

Camera sensor eliminates rejects

Using cameras from Cognex
and support from vision
systems supplier Buxbaum

Automation, Mayer & Co (MACO)
has found the solution to optimis-
ing its production process, while
reducing rejects to virtually zero.

The company, which manufac-
tures rotary and tilting hinges for
windows and doors, ensures all
products undergo stringent moni-
toring and improvement processes
– from development, through 
production, to delivery.

The company required the
vision system to detect whether
the work piece has been inserted
with the correct side facing
upwards. If not, the camera imme-
diately sends an error message 
to the machine controller. A 
separate mechanism then rotates
the gear to the correct position
and it can then be
processed as normal.
A range of vision sys-
tems had previously
been tested and it
was two years before
satisfactory results
could be achieved.

To meet the
requirements, the
DVT 510 camera
sensor from Cognex
was fitted on the

machine. A recess in the gears
allows the camera to immediately
detect whether the piece is facing
the right way up.  

The technical capabilities  –
such as the Ethernet port, compat-
ibility with standard bus systems,
remote operation in real time,
CMOS image chip, 32MB DRAM
data memory, 8MB Flash memory
and the Intellect camera software
– were crucial in overcoming 
the issues MACO faced. Easy to
operate, the software also provides
optimum scope for adjustment. 

Motivated by the success with
the DVT 510 series, the MACO
engineers will be relying on
Cognex for other production areas
and lines in the future.
Cognex
T: 01908 206000             Enter 202
www.cognex.com
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